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A: You are getting the error because the third line of your bigfile.txt is whitespace,
but whitespace is treated as a delimiter, not a line break. To solve this, simply

remove the newline: "variant_title": "blue orchid 2000 part1", To read the file in
Bash you can use the file extension: while IFS= read -r line; do echo "$line" done
By Sajjad Malik BBC News, Islamabad Despite the end of the siege, hundreds of

anti-Taliban militants are still at large in the region Tensions over new military
checkpoints in Pakistan have erupted into violence in the north of the country,
officials say. Fighting flared after the Pakistani army introduced checkpoints

following the end of a deadly raid on the town of Wana in June. Officials say the
fighting has left more than 100 militants dead in the region and 40 Pakistani army
soldiers wounded. A Pakistan-based militant group, Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ), is

believed to be responsible for the attacks. 'Big setback' Violence has erupted in the
Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) - a region in the northwest of

Pakistan that borders Afghanistan. There were reports of several militants killed in
the fighting, with the use of heavy artillery and mortars. Initially, the authorities
said at least 15 militants were killed on both sides, but the death toll has since
risen. Officials say militants were using heavy weapons to attack the military

personnel. They have been backed by special forces from the Pakistani Army, but
it is believed that at least 150 militants are still at large in the region. The BBC's
Sajjad Malik in Islamabad says hundreds of anti-Taliban militants are also still at
large, despite the end of the siege of Wana in June. The Pakistani military says
that the militants have been given a two-month deadline to surrender, but it has

made no attempt to carry out the deadline so far. Several militant groups operate in
the FATA, but LeJ is believed to be the most ruthless. It has claimed responsibility

for some of the recent attacks. The
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